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500 Pizzas & Flatbreads is an extensive recipe collection that reaches all over the globe for

inspiration. Not only does this volume offer plenty of recipes for the beloved classic pizzas - thick

and thin crust, traditional and gourmet - but it also includes a wide range international flatbreads

from a wide range of culinary traditions - Indian naan and dosas; Moroccan chickpea flatbread;

Ethiopian injeri; matzoh and pita from the Middle East; fry bread, bammy bread, pupusa from the

Americas; and many more. All recipes are tested in a conventional home oven.
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The 500 Pizzas and flatbreads provides 125 recipes for a variety of pizzas and breads from

everyday to exotic variations. Each of the 125 recipes has four minor variations that tweak the item

into a different version by adding a new flavor profile. Overall it is an average cookbook but for those

who are skilled in baking like my wife it provides base recipes that can then be used to make their

own variations while using this as a widespread springboard and because the recipes are chosen

for easy variations they lend themselves to creating your own as well. Overall well recommended for

those that are looking for a lot of cake recipes that can be built on.For this particular book we find

the pizzas to be fairly basic and the best part of that section has been the dough recipes (although

the Turkish pizza and Pesto Pizza were quite good). We have gotten quite a bit more use out of the

flatbread section which provides a variety of bread options especially for those interested in middle

eastern breads like Naan, Moroccan breads and chick pea flat bread. All were very good and easy



to make.

Pizza is one of my favorite foods so I was pleased to discover a cookbook devoted to it. As with the

other cookbooks in this series from Sellers Publishing, there are about 100 main recipes with each

including four or five variations to total 500.The book begins with suggested equipment and

ingredients, along with basic crusts (including gluten-free) and sauces recipes. Chapter categories

include thick crust pan pizzas, thin crust pizzas, rustic pizzas and calzones, international pizzas,

flatbreads (from several regions such as European, Africa, Middle East, and South America), and

sweet dessert pizzas and flatbreads.I made the spinach and feta pizza (cut the recipe to an

individual serving size) as something different and enjoyed it. The next one I want to make is the

grilled chicken and fontina pizza.There are traditional recipes that include Chicago deep-dish style

pizza and those using familiar ingredients like mozarella cheese, mushrooms, sausage, olives, and

pepperoni. There are also lots of unique offerings including a seafood pizza, pesto pizza, a chevre,

arugula & pear pizza; Mexican pizza, turkish pizza (using lamb and spices), and smoked salmon

and capers pizza. The dessert section has some interesting recipes such as chocolate pizza, apple

and cranberry pizza, and ice cream pizza with a brownie crust.Most of the recipes are simple to

make so even novice cooks will find tasty pizzas to try. There were a few cheeses I wasn't familiar

with that I might have to go to a larger grocery or specialty store for, but most ingredients were

those I could find locally and if not, could easily be substituted with something else.Overall this

seems to be a great collection of recipes for pizza lovers with a nice balance of traditional and

unique recipes.I received a copy of this book for review from the publisher but the opinion of it is my

own and was not solicited, nor was a positive review required.

While I believe the number of "raw" recipes is far less than 500 (maybe I'm wrong), after each

section they offer 4-6 "variations" on each of the recipes previously given. Between all the variations

on the primary recipes, there's probably about the 500 number.For anyone expecting a large book,

well, large it's not. It's probably about 6" square but a tiny bit over an inch thick. For being so small,

it packs a lot of recipes and a fair amount of other info into its tiny shelf footprint.I think it's a very

worthy supplement to Flatbreads & Flavors (a good survey of flatbread culture the world over) and

Vegetarian Pizza Cookbook (I mention it mainly for its good variety of crusts and a few nifty dessert

pizza recipes).This seems like a pretty decent little compendium and certainly could be used to spur

some creative pizza & flatbread dishes... Though, I might have liked to see a wider variety of crusts

& sauces introduced. Or, as with Flatbreads & Flavors, some other recipes thaVegetarian Pizzat



would act as accompaniments to the pizzas & flatbreads listed. Such as some curries or other

things that typically go with the mentioned breads. But, I guess that's why I think this book and

Flatbreads and Flavors complement one another relatively well.

I ordered this Compendium at the request of my husband, who is always searching for the perfect

pizza crust. He's on the verge of buying a new smoker/grill and is researching new pizza crusts that

can go on the grill. While I leave the pizza-making expertise to him, I did scan through the pages

and found that quite a few of the flatbread recipes sound absolutely delicious. The instructions are

very thorough and easy to understand, and I especially liked that variations to the traditional recipes

were also offered if you want to "change things up." While not a standard book size, I don't

anticipate that will be a problem for me, since the pages do open up fully and will stay on the right

page for easy review while preparing the recipe.

One of the best pizza books I have bought. Lots of useful recipes for families with kids who like

"regular" stuff on their pizzas! I have a number of more "trendy" pizza cookbooks, but though they're

nice to look through, I wouldn't make most of the suggested pizzas and if I did, my husband and

children probably wouldn't eat them :)Follow up: I wanted to comment on the fact that some other

reviewers experienced trouble with some of the doughs in the book. I wanted to say that I have only

used the pizza recipes in the book and the dough is fine for all of the pizzas. I can't speak to the

success anyone might have with the naan and similar, but the pizza doughs are pretty standard and

work fine. :)
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